
Based on the legendary Denon DL-103, with machined body, dual compound epoxy potted motor assembly and body, 
increased weight and machined directly into body EIA standard two hole mounting.

So what’s it sound like?

The original DL-103 is a classic; easy to set up and it really soaks the music from that stereo groove. It’s easy on the ears, has 
“super cart” status in the meat of the music, complete with real stereophonic magicness. While the original has life, compared 
to modern pickups it isn’t all that resolving in the bass; lacks detail, and is a bit loosygoosy particularly in shimmer and treble 
tone; and it has this hazy-lazy pot-puffin thing going on—which isn’t necessarily a bad thing for the popular hi-fi sound with 
source gear and speakers trying to rip your head off with high frequency distortion....

The Zu / DL-103 cleans it all up, expanding the good traits, adds incisiveness and full bandwidth dynamic slam and delicacy—
all without making it sound like a soulless modern cartridge. Zu / DL-103 is all about bottom to top sexy wet analog realism. 
Yeah, it has resolution, attack, stereophonic magic, and real tone.

Tolerance and grade options:

Denon’s factory tolerance between L&R for both output Voltage and internal coil impedance for the DL-103 cartridges is
 3.0% as tested by us. Those factory Denon Cartridges that do not measure 2% or better are either reworked or resold as 

stock Denon products. This ensures that the Zu branded DL-103 pickups are the cream of the crop. And those of you that are 
after the very tightest of tolerances will be happy to learn that in remanufacturing this great cartridge we measure it at several 
points along the way and in final testing we grade the tight tolerance units measuring 1.0% or better. Tolerance is measured 
between the two channels’ internal resistance and output Voltage. Our tolerance spec is not an average of measures, but 
accounts for the lowest of any measurement, thus giving a true tolerance perspective. All tolerance measures are referenced 
to the Zu serial numbers and are graded and indicated on the label. As per inventory, we are offering these very high tolerance 
pickups.
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Model:
Design:

Bandwidth:
Output:

Impedance:
Compliance:

Stylus:

Tolerance Between Channels:

Weight:
Included Screws:

Mount:
Mount to stylus vertical height:

Stylus Underhang:

Stylus Pressure:
Recommended Resistive Load:

Country Of Origin:
Satisfaction Guarantee:

Warranty:
Additional Information:

Zu / DL-103
rigid body, naked, moving coil stereo phonograph pickup
15 Hz — 45 kHz
0.3 mV
45  (+ 1  / – 3 )
5 x 10 –6 cm/dyne

0.2mm square base diamond, crystal aligned, conical cut

Standard  2.0% | Grade 1  1.0% | Grade 2  0.5% | Grade 2 Prime  0.1%

14 grams
Brikksen 2.5mm x 10 mm stainless with 4.5mm slotted cheese heads
standard EIA universal tonearm, with 2.5mm x 11mm deep taps in body
0.60” (15mm)
0.06” (1.6mm)

2.5 grams @ 70˚F for wide dynamic range media
80 Ohms, or as needed to get the phono pre to mate well

Armature, Japan; Body and remanufacture, USA
60-day (unless the cantilever is damaged)
5-year limited, does not cover damaged cantilevers
www.ZuAudio.com


